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Chapter 1 : Circle of Three - Wikipedia
Isobel Bird is a practicing Wiccan, whose teen series Circle of Three, developed a cult following among otherwise
well-behaved, bookish readers. Isobel lives and celebrates the moon in Northern California.

Books[ edit ] The first four books are told from the point of view of only one girl each. However, starting with
Book 5: In the Dreaming, the point of view switches among the three girls, alternating chapters, for the rest of
the series. Love, I call you, come to me, As is my will, so mote it be. When year-old Kate Morgan decides to
cast a love spell, the end results are catastrophic, and she cannot stop it by herself. But the book of spells she
checked out from the school library tells her of two strangers who can help her-but only if she can find them.
Merry Meet[ edit ] Joined together, hand in hand, our circle gathers round, to work our magic, weave the web,
and dance on sacred ground. By the Goddess we are called, witch to witch and friend to friend, to merry meet,
and merry part and merry meet again. A book of spells brought three unlikely friends; Kate, Annie and Cooper
together. Now the three of them are compelled to learn more, and the door is opened with the stirring ritual of
the Vernal Equinox. Second Sight[ edit ] Show me places cloaked in secrets, pierce the gloom of darkest
night. Reveal that which has been hidden, Let me see with second sight. Kate, Annie, and Cooper are
Wiccans-joined together by magic, bound to nature. Their dreams have turned to visions of a missing girl who
is presumed dead, and is now calling for their help. Can the three of them solve mystery surrounding her
kidnapping? Let the draw set forth the course of what has been and yet may pass. When Annie discovers the
ancient cards of Tarot, her fascination with them spirals beyond her control, when her readings become reality.
As if cursed, Annie faces her two friends Kate and Cooper with this new-found power-a power that threatens
the very strength of their Wiccan bond. In the Dreaming[ edit ] On the eve of fair midsummer, Longest day
and shortest night, Faerie magic, fill these woods with joyous song and laughter bright. On the eve of
Midsummer; one of the most magical nights of the year, finds Kate, Annie, and Cooper celebrating the most
joyous sabbat with nature-and a few not unwelcome strangers. On a night when identities and emotions
become tangled and confused under the strange solstice sky, one will be led astray. Ring of Light[ edit ] Here
within the healing circle, Bathe in light and pain dispel. All that sickens, all that troubles, wash away and be
made well. Disillusioned from her time during the Midsummer festivities, Cooper abandons the Wiccan circle
and Kate and Annie are left without her. But when an illness threatens someone close to one of them, Cooper
returns. But can the circle, once broken, ever be restored? Blue Moon[ edit ] Ancient moon, o ageless traveler,
sailing on the sea of stars, As once more you come to fullness, Turn your shining face to ours. The second full
moon of the month-the blue moon-is a time when powers are heightened, with unpredictable results. However,
when Annie attempts the channeling practice called aspecting, she changes into someone Kate and Cooper
hardly recognize. Those not versed in the ways of the Craft find it unsettling, however. Will Cooper, Annie,
and Kate be able to withstand the tide of controversy bearing down upon them or will their circle break apart
forever? As Annie, Kate, and Cooper prepare for Samhain, they are filled with anticipation. It is a time when
the veil between the worlds is thin, and those who have passed into spirit world may be more easily contacted.
Those Annie hold dear dwell behind this veil already-will she find them on this eve of Wiccan celebration?
Making the Saint[ edit ] In the circle ringed with fire, stand and meet your chosen one. Dance among the
laughing spirits, and listen as their song is sung. A mysterious stranger shows Kate, Annie and Cooper how to
connect with the spirit world, but there are alarming effects, especially for Kate. Stepping outside the bounds
of Wicca, Kate becomes entrancedâ€”so much so her friends fear for her. As the ceaseless wheel turns we call,
the sun to warm us with its power. Cooper, Annie, and Kate celebrate the winter solstice in true Wiccan spirit.
The threesome joins the practitioners of the Craft in a remote, haunted house in the wintry mountains. Written
in the Stars[ edit ] Ever moving, Ever changing, stars and planets come and go. Those who watch their
movements say, As is above, so is below. Astrologyâ€”the study of the starsâ€”is said to reveal the truth of the
universe. Cooper, Kate, and Annie find this to be alarmingly true, and their progress on the Wiccan path is
nearly undone by what the stars tell them. And It Harm None[ edit ] "And it harm none, do as ye will," so says
the ancient wiccan rede. Those who do not heed its words will learn the Power of the Law of Three. Annie,
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Kate, and Cooper uncover what looks like a crime. When they look more closely, it is not. Knowing the Law
of Threeâ€”that harm comes back to hauntâ€”can they still help a friend in need without paying for it
themselves? The Challenge Box[ edit ] Reach inside and choose your challenge, Find the path that you must
travel. What trials have you to over come? What mysteries shall you unravel? Of her circle, Kate has always
struggled the most in learning the ways of the Craft. As her Wiccan initiation approaches, a final challenge
threatens to overcome her at last. Initiation[ edit ] Tonight you take the last step on of your journey of a year
and a day. Welcome home o new-made witch, And in our circle rest and stay.
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Chapter 2 : Ever After: A Cinderella Story () - IMDb
Circle Of Three is a series of young adult paperback novels by Michael Thomas Ford under the pseudonym Isobel Bird.
It follows the lives of three teenage girls from different social cliques, who come together over a mutual interest in
witchcraft.

The brothers discuss their interpretation of the Cinderella story. She then shows them a slipper and tells them
the story of Danielle de Barbarac. In 16th-century France, Auguste de Barbarac is a widower and the father of
eight-year-old Danielle. Auguste marries Rodmilla de Ghent, a haughty baroness with two daughters,
Marguerite and Jacqueline. Later, when leaving for a trip, Auguste dies of a heart attack. By the time Danielle
is eighteen, the estate has fallen into decline and Danielle is forced to be a servant to Rodmilla and her
daughters. However, Jacqueline is the only one out of her family to show Danielle any kindness. He buys her
silence with gold because he is fleeing an arranged marriage to the Spanish Princess Gabriella. He is caught
however after he recovers and returns the Mona Lisa , which had been stolen by gypsies, to Leonardo da
Vinci. Meanwhile, in order to buy back the servant Maurice using the gold Henry gave her, Danielle dresses as
a noblewoman but is warned that she will be severely punished if discovered. King Francis tells Henry that he
is throwing a masquerade ball , where he must choose a bride or wed Gabriella. Meanwhile, Rodmilla
schemes to marry Marguerite to Henry. While Danielle is talking to her friend Gustave, Henry rides up and
asks for directions; she runs and hides. Gustave tells Henry where Danielle lives. Danielle runs home, changes
clothes, and spends the day with Henry and they share their first kiss. When Danielle does, Marguerite burns
the book out of spite and Danielle watches in anguish. After which, Danielle is whipped as punishment.
Rodmilla discovers that Danielle is the Countess whom Henry is interested in, so she lies and tells Queen
Marie that Danielle is engaged. Meanwhile, Danielle meets with Henry to tell him the truth, but he interrupts
her and reveals to her that she has transformed his life and given him a sense of purpose. When Danielle
arrives at the ball and tries again to tell Henry the truth, Rodmilla exposes her identity, causing Henry to
angrily reject her. Danielle bursts into tears and runs away, leaving a slipper behind. Da Vinci finds the slipper
and sternly reprimands Henry, leaving him with the slipper. Henry decides to wed Gabriella, but calls the
wedding off after realizing that she has a lover and he still loves Danielle. Pierre makes sexual advances
towards Danielle, but frees her after she threatens him with his own weapons. Henry finds her and proposes to
her by placing the slipper on her foot. Queen Marie strips Rodmilla of her title and threatens to banish her and
Marguerite to the Americas, unless someone speaks for them. Danielle enters and speaks for them as they are
her stepmother and stepsister. Due to her kindness to Danielle and helping her, Jacqueline is spared
punishment, and moves into the palace with the royal family, and marries Laurent, the captain of the guard
who she met at the ball. After Da Vinci gives Henry and Danielle a painting , the newlyweds share a kiss. The
Grand Dame tells the brothers that the point was that her great-great grandparents lived. While the story is
fictional, it involves several historical figures, places and events. King Francis I would have been eighteen
years old and was not yet king during this time; his wife was not named Marie but instead was named Claude
and Eleanor. The characters of the film only share the names of royals but are not meant to be the historical
figures themselves. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations
to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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Chapter 3 : THE EVER-AFTER BIRD by Ann Rinaldi | Kirkus Reviews
The Ever-After Bird (Great Episodes) [Ann Rinaldi] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Now
that her father is dead, CeCe McGill is left to wonder why he risked his life for the ragged slaves who came to their door
in the dead of night.

They travel with an assistant that was once a slave to teach other slaves how to get free. The ending of the
book seems as though it was rushed to end. Thus she creates CeCe. It escalated gradually and came to a quiet
climax. What was important was each little domino that fell in turn. Something like slavery, with all the
stories and horrors, is hard to portray. CeCe portrays this well - the confusion over her feelings about slavery
and the slow horror she develops as she witnesses its reality. Overall, it had a promising start, but unraveled
near the end into a rather anticlimactic finish. I found her observations about slavery to be very sound and
interesting. Her thoughts on anything else were generally less sound and she had an annoying tendency to be
very appropriately immature. However, her confusion over her own treatment and views of slaves were honest
and thought-provoking. Forced by her circumstances to act as if she agreed with slavery and also to treat the
slaves around her - Earline included - in keeping with those views, she grappled convincingly with the
consequences of such power. Uncle Alex Rinaldi literary crush extraordinaire. Much less realistic than the
Rinaldi heroes of yore, he comes off way to strong in the romantic category. The man can do no wrong. There
is nothing wrong with him. She was a former slave with an extraordinarily complex history. CeCe often
complains of not being able to understand a thing she does, and I am in wholehearted agreement. She seems
like the type of character who would be difficult to control. Earline does, actually, provide nearly all of the
action with her independent defiance of the boundaries between slaves and whites.
Chapter 4 : Isobel Bird | Circle of Three Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Written from the point of view of a year-old white orphan girl, The Ever-After Bird is an interesting story of slavery in the
's in the United States. The focus of the story is the girl, her Uncle, a doctor and the painter of birds, and a young
runaway slave woman.

Chapter 5 : The Ever-After Bird by Ann Rinaldi
I enjoyed The Ever-After Bird very much. It taught me a lot about lifestyles in the South that I did not know before,
although some of the circumstances were disturbing. It taught me a lot about lifestyles in the South that I did not know
before, although some of the circumstances were disturbing.

Chapter 6 : Anna Maguire - IMDb
Isobel Happily Ever After. 23 likes. Children's literature, illustrations and photographs, illustrators, websites featuring
children's book illustrators.

Chapter 7 : Ever After - Wikipedia
The tropical scarlet ibis would have been exceedingly rare, unlikely to have been found, let alone widely known by the
slaves and referred to as the Ever-After Bird (for its promise of freedom to those who see it).

Chapter 8 : Isobel Happily Ever After
The Ever After (May Bird Series #1) by Jodi Lynn Anderson Quiet, quirky May Bird discovers a ghostly dimension in this
otherworldly adventure from New York Times bestselling author Jodi Lynn Anderson.
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Chapter 9 : The Ever-After Bird (Great Episodes ) by Ann Rinaldi
The Bird and the Blade is a tale filled with magic and mystery. It will entrance you from the first page. It will entrance you
from the first page. Meticulously researched and beautifully executed, this story will linger long after you have finished
reading.
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